Abstract-The reliability of AFM based nanomanipulation is one of the prerequisites for nano fabricating, thus uncertainties of the target nano-particle position need to be controlled within a pointed limits, which lead to two problem to be solved: one is how to describe state uncertainties at every different sample times; the other is how to deduce the next state uncertainty according to the current one. This paper provides a method to construct a stochastic predictive model to covering those problems. In the concrete, the predictive model uses Gaussian and Beta distribution as well as Mont Carlo Method to describe and deduce the state uncertainties respectively. The method is also applied to the process of pushing a nano-particle using AFM.
I. INTRODUCTION
tomic Force Microscope (AFM) was invented for observing surface morphology at nanoscale with ultra-high resolution and precision. The AFM can also be used to perform nanomanipulation by taking advantages of the force interaction between the tip and its touched object. The AFM tip can effectively maneuver nano-objects such as nano-particles, nano-rods, etc. to form a designed pattern, or assembly nano-devices such as field effect transistors (FETs). And it can also make lithography to create nano pipes on the sample surface. Currently the AFM has been becoming a great potential tool to manufacture the nanostructures and nano-devices because of its capability of performing both observation and manipulation respectively. However the AFM based nanomanipulation mainly depends on a so called force point on the maneuvered object, thus the large uncertainties existing in the pushing process lead to the faulty position of the maneuvered objects in the interface display. For example, in the macro world, a pushing manipulation will be unstable when using one finger to push A an object blindly. There are several uncertain factors during the pushing process. In nano world, the situation is more complicated, where uncertainties can be divided into the following main parts: first, the uncertain initial position of the nanoobject; second, the uncertain initial position of the AFM tip; third, the uncertain maneuver model; fourth, the uncertain moving trajectory of the AFM tip; certainly, there are some other uncertainties uncontrolable. These summed uncertainties are difficult to be estimated and reduced, so the general method is adopted in the following process: first, scan the manipulation task region; second, plan the manipulation trajectory of the AFM tip; third, perform the manipulation; fourth, scan the manipulation task region again and observe the new position of the lost object. This process is time consuming and low efficiency because of the scanning procession in each loop. Then the model based compensation was proposed to predict the position of the maneuvered object [1] . But the modeling errors due to the summed uncertainties in the nano-environment often result in displaying an error position of the maneuvered object. Recently a local scan based visual feedback method was developed to accurately correct the manipulated results in real time. This method has made it possible to perform several operations by scanning several lines instead of the whole region to relocate the target object. Furthermore, the double tips based nanomanipulation system was developed by using one tip to perform manipulations while the other tip scanning the maneuvered region in real time. These two tips can cooperate to do observing and manipulating at the same time, which will improve the efficiency of the AFM based nanomanipulation. [6] The above-mentioned methods can correct the faulty position of the maneuvered object due to the summed uncertainties in the manipulation by retrying the scan and applying another tip respectively, and then perform subsequent manipulations. However, in every nanomanipulation loop, the manipulated position cannot be accurately controlled all the same, so the manipulation may be repeated several times to make the object approach the target position. These strategies are not valid because of the manipulating instability. So the previous paper of the authors propose a new method to stably manipulate the object by multiple time maneuvers like the multiple virtual fingers operating the objects, and these multiple maneuvers can become into being a virtual force field like a hand or a clap (Fig.1) .
The idea is use a redundant operative strategy to limit the uncertainty of the target object position. In this paper, a complete mathematic method of connecting the uncertain input control variable with the uncertain output state of the object is proposed to optimize the strategy.
II.UNCERTAINTIES AND THE CORRESPONDING METHEMATICS METHODS IN NANOMANIPULATION

A. Uncertainties as Input of Stochastic Predictive Model in Nanomanipulation
The uncertainties in the nano-environments lead to unstable results of the manipulation. At the beginning of the nanomanipulation, the initial position of the target nano-particle should be calibrated through imaging scan or local scan [2] [3] . In fact, we cannot obtain the true initial position of the nano-particle, the position value is a stochastic variable whose probabilistic distribution depend on the accuracy of the AFM tip scanning. According to some existing experiment data, the distribution is a Gaussian with a standard deviation (std) 10nm in our manipulation system.
In the same way, the initial position of the tip is also a stochastic variable of a Gaussian with the same std (10nm) after calibrating the tip position by local scanning the feature [5] .
Further more, during the tip pushing, the tip changes its path when the programmed redundant strategy proceeds, which cause another position uncertainty at every tip relocation.
Then these input state uncertainties can be described by Gaussian distribution.
In another way, when the object moving on the substrate, the interaction between the nano-particle and the substrate is very complicated in the ambient condition. Although we can extract the first two main parts of the resistant forces, one is a constant the other is dependent on the moving velocity, the dynamics equation of the nano-particle pushing is nonlinear [10] , which leads to problem; one is that the equation can not be solved by an expression; the other is that the uncertain distribution of the pushing results will not be Gaussian any more. Both of them make the prediction of the pushing results more difficult than usual linear system. The countermeasure in the paper is to adopt numerical solve of the pushing results and Mont Carlo Method, namely, sampling enough number of initial position seeds of both nano-object and AFM tip basing on their initial Gaussian distribution respectively; computing every numerical pushing results from every pair of position sample combination (tip and object). In this method, the result is a set of pushed object position samples, whose number is the product of the one of both the tip and the object. 
To quicken the computation, the pushed object position at different tip pushing angle and pushing length is figured out and so on, was presented in [9] [ uld have the parameter of t of the system, which can be described by the Eq.1. ble push strategy. In Fig.3 , the red colored parts in (a)--(b) have 250000 red dots, each of them denote one possible position of the pushed object center. The number is the product of 500 stochastic position samples of initial positions of both tip and the nano-object. The circle denotes the object's outline. And the section line depict the programmed tip moving path (the rest of tip path samples hide out), from the figure, the red dots obviously tell us the result uncertain distribution is not Gaussian any more. Then the next work is to look for a method to describe th nanomanipulation system. Fig.4 is the diagram of the nanomanipulation system using nano-hand strategy, Except the module of the probabilistic Filter based object position estimator, which is the content of this paper, the other module, such as Tip motion model; local scan module 3] [5] respectively. In the system, the main input is manipulation task, which include not only the target object position but also a designated limit of the position uncertainty. Combining the input task and the output of the position estimator module, the tip pushing trajectory (nano-hand structure), can be programmed to feed the motion controller module. Thus the object position estimator output sho he uncertainty correspondingly. The manipulation task should chiefly ensure the reliability and accuracy
B. Uncertainties as O Nanomani
Where, E ( X is a stochastic nano-particle position, D A is the bounded area including the target position; P is a probability; D P is a probabilistic limit designated. Eq.1.
area with a given probability, where the bounded area should satisfy with the standard of nano-assembly. To satisfy this inequality, the first step is to increase the accuracy of the tip position in the uncertainties environment caused by the PZT nonlinearity and thermal drift, especially for most of commercial AFM without a positioning sensor. As for the PZT nonlinearities, the author had previously proposed an Extended Prandtl-Ishlinskii (EPI) model to compensate PZT hysteresis and creep simultaneously. [9] Furthermore, there is also a probabilistic based localization strategy using landmark [5] . All these works attempt to reduce the uncertainty of the initial AFM tip and its moving trajectory. However, the precise trajectory of the tip moving cannot guarantee a stable and accurate pushing, which has been explained particularly in an early paper. Thus the system is augmented with a nano hand structure module.
Basing on the Eq.1, the output uncertainties of the object position estimator should be characterized by mathematics. Here, the paper chooses a Beta distribution. 1) Beta Distribution says that a nano-particle should be pushed into a bounded
The probabilistic density function of Beta distribution is expressed in Eq. (1 ) ( , , ) ( , )
Where, random variable ( 1
(1 )
Where, x is the sample mean value; the sample variance. When the parameter v , D E are estimated, the other character of the distribution as well as the probability of designated area can be obtained, which is the one needed by the Eq.1. Furthermore the beta distribution also benefits for the resample program in the stochastic predictive model. 2) Choose Adaptive Coordinate System For Beta Distribution Considering the random position distribution of the pushed nano-particle center, the area is part of the task space in two dimensions, while the beta distribution describe on random variable. It is important to define an adaptive coordinate system for the sample distribution area, otherwise the description don't work.
The axis in the adaptive coordinate system should be in accordance with different factors of uncertain condition. Considering the uncertain conditions, the main difference comes from whether the random initial position belongs to the nano-particle center or to the AFM tip.
Firstly, let's ignore the uncertain initial tip position factor and only consider the uncertain initial center position caused distribution results. The method is to add the initial tip uncertainty to the one of the initial particle center, which is in accordance with the fact that the uncertain center positon relative to the tip is an addition of both of them. Fig.5 is a simulation of traditional straight center pushing nanomanipulation. From the figure, the nano-particle center samples gradually accumulate in a circle, whose radius is the distance between the tip and the particle center when they contact together, then the sample position can be located by its angle relative to the tip terminal point. Fig.6 is the center sample distribution of the last state. The X axis is the angle in degree from -180 to 180 degree.
Although Fig.6 indicates the availability of the depiction method based on angle, the separated curve misfit beta distribution. By the way, this pushing strategy can not be adopted by the manipulation system in Fig.4 , the stable pushing strategy is in the following simulation of Fig.7 . From Fig.7 , the center sample get gather in a circle, whose probabilistic density curve is in Fig.8 . The curve shows that the stable pushing results do not conflict with beta dirstribution anymore.
After one axis (angle) of the coordinate system is ascertained, the other axis is easy to define, as is the center sample distance from the tip terminal point. At some aspect, the distribution result in Fig.3 is a supperposition of a number of parts of circle. 
III. DESCRIPTION AND RESAMPLE FOR UNCERTAIN STATES
A. Description of Uncertain State in Each Step
Figures from Fig.9 to Fig.12 are Beta distribution probabilistic density in angle direction and radial direction respectively. For the sake of the space, give the first two steps results of the stable pushing (shown as Fig.3 ). In these figures, the blue curve is the statistical value of the computed pushing results by Mont Carlo Method; the red curve is the estimated Beta distribution of the pushed sample; where the confident interval is always 95 percent, the estimated shape parameter is also noted in the figure as 'gama' and 'eta' respectively. 
B. Resample Based on the Estimated Shape Parameter
Since adopting Mont Carlo Method to compute the random particle center position will take a number of tip samples at the beginning of every step push, thus during a continuous pushing, the number of the pushed center sample will be a geometry series, which cause the memory exhausted and slow down the computation. After the estimation of Beta distribution, the enlarged pushed sample set can be reduced again by dint of the shape parameter. Fig.13 shows the uncertain nano-particle center position after two step pushing before sample program. The number of samples is 250500, then the next step without resample will use out the memory. Fig.14 is the result after resample program basing on the estimated shape parameter. The resample step can keep the original uncertain distribution as well as reduce the sample number. In the stochastic predictive model based on Mont Carlo Method the resample is the key step to maintain its continuum.
C.Simulation of N Steps Pushing
Through resample strategy based on the Beta distribution, the stochastic predictive method can simulate uncertain pushed state of the particle center for more steps. Fig.15 -Fig.17 , shows the following three pushed state after what Fig.13 shows. Here the pushed center sample number is 40000, which is the product of 200 tip samples and 200 center samples. In summary, the stochastic predictive method is used to predict the stochastic center position of nanomanipulated particle, which act as an estimator in the stable nanomanipulation system. The input of the estimator is a previously detected nano-object's random position as well as with the AFM tip's. The initial uncertain distribution states are both in Gaussian distribution, whose parameter can be obtained through experiment calibration. Using Mont Carlo Method, to randomly select a number of samples based on Gaussian and then compute every sample combination of both tip and particle can predict the object' new uncertain pushed state.
The key step is to describe the manipulated uncertain state that is not in Gaussian any more. Beta distribution can describe the new state provided the coordinate system is adaptive.
Using beta distribution for describing the uncertainty can achieve two objects: one is to quantify uncertainty of the pushed object; the other is to reduce the sample number through resample method for the convenience of the next step computation.
